Detailed structural analysis on both human MRP5 and mouse mrp5 transcripts.
The multidrug-resistant phenotype in tumor cells is attributed in part to anti-cancer drug efflux transporters such as the MRP family. The amino-terminal structure of MRP5 has not been refined. To determine the amino-terminal structure of a major transcript of the MRP5 gene, we performed primer extension analysis to determine a major transcriptional start site of this gene and compared the structure of human MRP5 and that of mouse mrp5. We successfully determined the structures of human MRP5 and mouse mrp5. Estimated amino acid sequences are 1437 and 1436 amino acids for human MRP5 and mouse mrp5 respectively, and were highly conserved (94.1%). We further showed that our previously identified SMRP mRNA was a splicing variant of the MRP5 gene, which was expressed in various human tissues, suggesting that a short form of MRP5 protein encoded by the SMRP mRNA may have a physiological role.